WILD WEDDINGS
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C E L E B R AT E A T T H E D E L L

The Dell is a unique setting for a celebration of any kind.
Right on the edge of the Abernethy Forest, our three peaceful
acres provide a secluded and versatile venue, packed with
character and with accommodation for up to 28 guests.
Together with our on site team we have extensive event
management experience and we genuinely love to host a party.
We are well connected with local producers for everything you
may need and are always open to ideas on how to make your
celebration unique.
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To rent the Dell as a venue for your event we provide a carefully put together
package, which is concise and fixed to include the following ‘essentials’
•
•
•
•
•
•

On site accommodation for a maximum of 28 guests
Experienced In-house management, production and hosting crew
Facility Fee
Single Woodland Tipi or double Tipi in the new ‘Big Field’ site
Vintage wooden Furniture
A fully staffed, stocked and licensed cash bar complete with all
table glassware, fridges and equipment.
• All necessary infrastructure – Toilets / Parking / Power / Lighting / P.A / Fuel
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We have a handful of weekends set aside each year to host
large weddings. Amongst our little family on site we also host
lots of interesting events and retreats throughout the year.
This way, each wedding booking has the space to create its
own identity and we have the time to help make it so.
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Guest numbers
up to (seated)

Guest numbers
up to (seated)

Guest numbers
up to (seated)

28

29-60

61-100

–

–

–

Duration

Duration

Duration

4 nights

4 nights

4 nights

–

–

–

Accommodation

Accommodation

Accommodation

Full house

Full house

Full house

–

–

–

Package cost

Package cost

Package cost

£15,000

£22,000

£25,000
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We have a fantastic sourcebook of
suppliers of the ‘creative industries’
which allow you to put your own
personal stamp on the event. These
have been carefully sourced, are of
a very high quality and are those that
we have worked with before and
know the Dell well.
You would contact, liaise, plan
and budget for these suppliers
independently. These elements
would include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Catering
Music
Photography
Transfers
Additional accommodation
Activities
Celebrant / paperwork
Styling
Wedding planning

We also love to host small
and intimate celebrations
where you can just run away
to the forest or bring your very
nearest and dearest to feast
around our kitchen table.
For these packages we can
look after everything and
make sure the day runs just
as you wish.

Guest numbers
up to (seated)

Guest numbers
up to (seated)

2

12

–

–

Duration

Duration

3 nights

3 nights

–

–

Accommodation

Accommodation

Little Dell

Dell Lodge, West
& Little Dell

–

–

Package cost

Package cost

£1,500

£5,000
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WEDDING CEREMONIES

The beauty of getting married in Scotland is you can tie the knot
anywhere you choose. Ceremonies can be held beneath our old Goat
Willow tree on the lawn, holding your guests beneath its bows or up
within the Fairy Wood amongst the tall pines. You can even take to the
forest paths or loch-side for your ceremony for some true wilderness.
There are also two very pretty churches within the village.
We are able to host Humanist and Religious, civil marriages and
partnerships at the Dell and the local registrar is based in Aviemore,
just 20 minutes drive from here.
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ACCOMMODATION
For all larger events and weddings we ask for an exclusive booking of all accommodations
for four days surrounding the event. For example we request check in on the Thursday
prior to allow for set up and check out on the following Monday morning.
Our accommodation is configured as follows Accommodation

Sleeps

Configuration

Dell Lodge
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2 king size, 2 small doubles / twins

East Dell

5

2 Doubles, one with additional single

West Dell

7

1 Twin, 2 doubles, one with additional single (or triple)

South Dell

6

1 double, 2 twins

Little Dell

2

1 double

TOTAL

28
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STRUCTURES

Our beautiful Tipi has nestled in the pinewoods for a number of
years now and is the perfect space for those looking for a rustic,
versatile space which can be open to the forest surrounding it.
We also have a second site with a double Tipi set up for the
larger celebrations which looks south across the wide open
grazing fields to the Cairngorms. This site is completely different
in atmosphere and boasts massive star filled skies, a second fire
pit and wildflower garden to spill into.
The Tipis are made from a beautiful tan canvas and come with
coir matting, a central open fireplace, lighting and background
heating. They are beautiful spaces as they are but also a good
blank canvas for creating your own identity.
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We are really spoilt for choice with fantastic, innovative and passionate
caterers and also blessed with a strong local larder on the doorstep
offering wild venison, highland beef and access to the freshest seafood
from the Banff coast.
Polly and Ross have years of experience in food service. They ran their
own restaurant locally for 3 years and have always worked together within
the hospitality industry.
For family gatherings surrounding the event Polly can provide anything
from informal suppers around the fire pit to rolling post-wedding breakfasts.

FOOD
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For any of the Tipi weddings we
provide a bar stocked with some
of the best local beers and organic
wines, craft spirits.
We ensure it’s well stocked with
professional staff and reasonably
priced for your guests.
If you wanted to provide a completely
free bar to your guests we would just
run a tab through the evening, which
you could pick up at the end.

BAR
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Our beloved ‘Bluebelle’; a
very pretty 1964 Humber
Sceptre is available to hire as
a wedding car complete with
tweed clad chauffeur.

TRANSPORT
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For some inspiration and to get an
idea of what we have done
previously, please follow these links:
Loch Side elopement
Bohemian celebration
Woodland elopement
Loch side gathering
If this all sounds like the perfect fit
then please do get in touch and we
can look at availability, share our
sourcebook and arrange a viewing.
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